
Design, integrate and deploy 
business automation faster 
with airSlate. No APIs needed.
airSlate o ers a genuinely intuitive toolkit for developers to just pick up 
and go. Save time and money spent on custom integrations or expensive 
APIs. Reduce the costs associated with con guring automation and
time-to-deployment by up to 10 times with a single digital ecosystem.

airSlate Automation Bots automate a variety of work ow actions, from reminders and noti cations to document routing and 
archiving. With the help of Integration Bots, you can easily integrate with the services you already use, automate data 
transfers, and bind and route documents between multiple systems of record, all without having to write a single line of code. 

Built on simple ‘if-this-then-that' logic, Bots are easy to con gure and deploy. Simply set up your triggers for prompting a Bot
to activate and deploy it in minutes. 

Save countless hours and eliminate errors with the 
help of no-code Integration and Automation Bots

airSlate no-code Automation Bots enable developers to 

save hours every day on custom coding and scripting. 

Con gure a Bot once and reuse it as many times as you 

need or customize its settings to t a speci c work ow.

Get more done in less time

Developing automation from scratch can be pricey. 

airSlate's robust database of ready-to-use UI 

components allows you to con gure a user-centric Bot 

UI without costly APIs or the need to hire more sta . 

Reduce the cost of development
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Use no-code Integration Bots 
to expand automation to 
third-party services

Generate actionable documents 
pre-filled with CRM data

Automate the conditional routing of 
documents between CRM contacts 
and internal and external recipients

Create new CRM records or update 
existing ones based on data entered 
in document fields

Send batches of documents with
a single button click

Сreate and automate entire business interactions 
with an all-in-one, no-code solution.

Automatically save executed 
documents to CRM attachments
or external services

Generate batches of documents on
a set schedule

Leverage 100+ pre-built integrations

Speed up development and performance using pre-built 

connectors that help Integration Bots easily connect with 

multiple systems of record. Automatically pull and push 

data between CRMs and cloud apps, and update or create 

CRM records in real-time. 
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